
ON WRITING A MEMOIR OF THE CRAFT SUMMARY OF THE BOOK

On Writing: A Memoir of the Craft Summary & Study Guide includes detailed On Writing is a poignant, educated, and
inspiring book, a book that is sure to help.

Along the way, Stephen King also added cocaine to his addictions. I checked this book out from the library for
a book club, but will be purchasing it to reference. Stephen King offered a great deal of advice to aspiring
writers. King next turns to the basic tools of his trade and culminates with a profoundly moving account of
how King's overwhelming need to write spurred him toward recovery. In the United Kingdom paperback
version, a short story by Garret Adams entitled "Jumper" was included at the end of the book. Rarely has a
book on writing been so clear, so useful, and so revealing. While working hard to provide for his family,
Stephen King would continue to work on his own stories and novels, a few magazine publications helping to
keep his growing family afloat. King is a not a writer, in the usual sense; he's an industry. Soon after, Stephen
King became sober and came to a place in his life where he finally understood the priorities in his life. Soon, it
was business as usual: the author as locomotive, charging down the tracks of narrative, rock music blaring in
the background. Background[ edit ] Stephen King began composing On Writing in  The fifth and final section,
"On Living: A Postscript", discusses the accident in in which King was struck by a van while walking down
Maine State Route 5. A series of vivid memories from adolescence, college, and the struggling years that led
up to his first novel, Carrie, will afford readers a fresh and often very funny perspective on the formation of a
writer. I make my OWN spare time, wake up at every morning and get down to business. In June , King reread
the uncompleted draft and became determined to finish it. King is infinitely better at writing than talking about
writing, though fans will doubtless find moments of interest here, especially when he talks about his own
extraordinary writing habits. At first it was as if I'd never done this in my life. I would not begrudge him a
single item on his bibliography. It is part biography, part collection of tips for the aspiring writer. It's amazing.
I had never heard of this until my Write On Edge group suggested it and I'm so glad! Stephen King writes
about his childhood and young adulthood, relating stories that made him the writer he has become. Criticizing
King's recommendations on writing, Eberhart remarked that they were "so pedestrian that I can't remember
when I first ran across any of them. After having read this one, I'm going to go back and read these stories. As
if this weren't enough, King has also written five novels under the name of Richard Bachman and spun out
nearly a dozen screenplays or teleplays. After bouncing off the windscreen, the author found himself at the
side of the road with his lap turned the wrong way.


